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ABSTRACT
Low speed sedimentationequilibriurn techniquesusing the analytical
ultracentrifugeprouide a powerful tool for the analysis of molecular
weight and molecular weight distributions of a wide range of macromolecular dispersions. The precision of the computed parameters
depends citically upon the off-line rneasurernentand processing of
photographic images of Rayleigh interference patterns, used to record
the macromolecularsolute distributions at equilibrium. We haue shown
that it is possible to use a commercial scanning densitometer(LKB
2202), of a type widely found in laboratories in the life sciences, to
capture a seriesof digitized scansacross the fringe pattern; and haue
deueloped a simple but highly fficient algorithm, based upon the
iteratiue eualuation of a limited number of discreteFourier coefficients,
for data analysis. This algorithm is implementedin a Pascalprogram
which can be run on the Ultroscan's own microcomputer. Results
obtained show that a gain in precision of some S-fold has been
obtained, as compared with preuiously fully automatic eualuation
systems.

INTRODUCTION
The technique of sedimentationequilibrium in the analytical ultracentrifuge provides a powerful tool for the analysis of molecular weights,
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Ftg. 1. Rayleigh interference fringe pattern from a low speed sedimentation equilibrium experiment on a polysaccharide(tomato pectin), using a Beckman Model E
analyticalultracentrifuge.Solvent: I :0.10, pH: 6'8. The rotor speedwas 9341rpm,
the temperature 20'C and the initial solute loading concentrationwas 0'4 mg ml t.

molecularweight distributionsand associativeinteractionconstants,for
a wide rangeof solutionsand dispersionsof macromolecularsolutes.The
most accurateway of recording the distribution of the solute in the
ultracentrifuge cell at sedimentation equilibrium is to photograph a
Rayleighinterfaceoptical pattern, obtainedby splitting the illuminating
beam betweenthe samplesectorand a sectorcontainingsolvent only.t
The patterns thus produced (see Fig. 1 for an example)contain 7-100
parallel fringes, dependenton the systemin use, and the displacement
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Ftg. 2. Plot of fringe concentration,T, relative to that at the meniscus,as a function of
radial displacementfrom the centre of the rotor (data from experimentin Fig. L). Data
from careful manual measurement.
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Fig. 3.

Plot of- the point weight averagemolecular weight as a function of (absolute)
fringe concentration,.r (data from experiment in Fig. 1).

with respect to a defined axis can be interpreted in terms of solute
concentration (c) increments within the cell with respect to radial
distance (r) from the centre of the rotor, on the assumptionthat
0nl0c: constant(n : refractiveindex of the solution). The concentration incrementsthus measuredare purely relatiue,but proceduresexist
for determining the absolute concentration at the meniscus of the
solution column, in terms of fringes, and hence finding the absolute
concentrationin the sameunits at all other radial positionsin the cell.2
Manual measurementof the displacementof individual fringes has
been widely employed, but is both tedious and of limited precision.3
Results from manual measurementof relative fringe increments are
shown in Fig. 2. Typically a precisionof somef 150to f lI00 (standard
deviations)can be obtained, where/ is singlefringe increment.This is
perfectly adequatefor evaluationof molecularweights, normally from
the regressionof log(fringe number) upon (radius squared).The main
current interest, however, concernsthe analysisof thermodynamically
non-ideal,polydisperseand interactingsystems.This requiresthe use of
accurate estimates for point weight (and other) average molecular
weightsat a range of radial positions,i.e. the data must be differenced
once, or even twice. Potentially powerful mathematicaltechniqueshave
been derived for the analysisof such systems,lsbut these and other
recent developmentsmake demandsupon the precision of the basic
data which cannot be met by manual methods (see Fig. 3 for an
example).
The presenceof multiple parallel fringes affords an obvious approach
to the improvement of precision via averaging.Manual measurement
then becomeseven more tedious,and it is clear that for any normal use
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an automatic system must be developed.Three particular difficulties
arisehere:
(1) the fringe pattern in most commercialultracentrifugesis convoluted with an envelopefunction, arising from inhomogeneityin
light intensity in the final imageplane (Fig. 1);
(2) at high resolution minor imperfections in the photographic
record, and even grain size and clustering, can give rise to
uncertaintyin fringe location;
(3) the particular applicationwill not, in many laboratories,justify
the purchaseof dedicatedhardware.
Automatic fringe scanning systemshave been devised by several
workers. By far the most comprehensiveanalysisof the problem has
been by DeRosier et al.6 They employed a two-dimensionalscanning
and digitisingmicrodensitometerto scanthe fringe patterns.The scans
were then analysedby computationof the discreteFourier transformof
the data values;/-' was found from the maximum of the modulus of
the transform in the appropriate region, and the phase of the fringe
scanestimatedfrom the argumentof the transform,interpolatedto the
region of the maximum from a small number of computedcoefficients
on the assumptionthat the contribution to the phase of the envelope
function could be neglecteddue to its symmetrywith respectto the data
set. The final precision of this systemwas disappointingand did not
exceedthat obtained by manual methods for reasonswhich were not
clear. This was also true of a simpler systembuilt by Carlisle et a1.,7
which must in any casebe consideredtheoreticallyquestionablesinceit
ignored the problem of the envelope function. A quite different
approach was adopted by Richards and Richards.8 They built a
dedicatedinstrument based upon a twin photocell detector, the two
photocells being arranged to be normal to the radial direction. The
smootheddifferencesignalfrom the photocellsbecomeszero when the
centre of a fringe pattern is located, and by traversingmanually the
relative positionsof the pattern and the photocells,the logging of the
signal from digital microcomparatorscan then be triggered automatically. A precisionof f ll0O was attainedafter averagingresultsfrom the
five central fringes of the pattern-a very considerableimprovement
upon previoussystems.However, even if it were to be fully automated,
this approach has drawbacks. Non-standard ultracentrifuge optics have
to be used to circumvent the probtem of the envelopefunction, and
dedicatedapparatushas to be constructed.The resultsof Richardsand
Richards8 do however illustrate the degree of precision which is
potentially attainable.
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Our own approachwas to use a commerciallyavailableinstrument
for data capture, the LKB 2202 Ultroscan laser densitometer.This is
widely usedfor scanningof gels and other recordsin laboratoriesin the
life sciences.The use of the UCSD Pascalprogram GELSCAN would
digitise the scansand place the values into an array of integers in a
Pascal data file on disk in an Apple 11e (or IBM-compatible PC)
microcomputer.Furthermore, it could also be set to record up to 50
scans at pre-specifiedlocations ('track positions') in fully automatic
mode. A photographicallyenlarged copy of the original interference
fringe pattern may thus be digitised, and the data capture made
availableon disk for analysisby a suitable program written in Pascal.
The manufacturer'sspecificationfor the precision and linearity of the
scanning system (in the scan direction) seemed adequate for the
'track positions'was not clear;
purposeintended. The precisionof the
we have treated this as a matter for investigation.In our context these
denote radial positionsin arbitrary (but easilycalibrated)units.
A new algorithm for data analysishas been developed. Although
Fourier analysisappearsto be the obvious and natural way to analyse
what is the sum of a simpleharmonicfunction and an envelopefunction
(with high order noise), the resultsobtainedby this approachhave been
disappointing.Indeed the final precision attained by DeRosier et a1.,6
averaginga seriesof fringes,is no better than manualmeasurementof a
single fringe. We have started from the recognitionthat what is being
soughtis the phaseassociatedwith a singleharmoniccomponentwhose
order can be pre-specifiedwith a reasonabledegreeof accuracy.Rather
than attempt to compute the phase as such, we have employed an
iterative frame shift within the data set, searchingeach time for the
frame shift which returns a null value for the phase, and using as a
criterion for the latter the maximisationof the singleFourier coefficient
of order Q, where Q is the number of fringes to be analysed,with the
data set having to contain digitised valuesfrom at least Q * 2 fringes.
A
It is convenient normally to use the cosine coefficient, A(q.
correctioncan be applied for the minimal contribution of the envelope
function to the amplitude of A(Q), and an interpolationcarried out to
determinethe non-integralpart of the frame shift correspondingto the
maximum in A(Q). The final algorithm, implemented via a UCSD
Pascalprogram on the Apple 11emicrocomputer,has been found to be
stable, insensitiveto rounding errors in /, and capable,in routine use
on real data, of returning fringe incrementswith a standarddeviationin
the range f l30Oto //500. This precision, which is of the order one
should expect to attain by any efficient algorithm analysing and
averagingsevenparallel fringes,opensup the possibilityof applyingfor
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the first time on a routine basisthe mathematicalmethodsreferred to
above.
DATA CAPTURE
The initial film record obtained from the ultracentrifugewas enlarged
by approximately15-foldonto sheetfilm (Agfa Rapidoprint), using the
centreof the field on a Durst M800 enlargerwith a Schneider-Kreuznach
Componarl:3.5l50lens. Enlargement,under identicalconditions,of a
high-precisionsquare-ruledgrating revealed no measurabledistortion
of the image. The film was processedusing an Agfa Rapidoprint rapid
processorwith attacheddryer.
The enlargedimagewas then locatedon the translucentplaten of the
LKB Ultrascan2202Laser Densitometer,adjusteduntil the air fringes
(Fig. 1) lay as accuratelyas possiblenormal to the scandirection (see
'baselinedetermination',
below) and clipped into position. The positions of the meniscusand the start of the referencefringes,in terms of
'track numbers',were then noted
as fixed datum points. The instrument
was then set to scanat the desirednumber of enlargedradial positions,
i.e. at equal intervalsof track positions.Becauseof the geometryof the
scanningspot (maximum of 800pm width x 50 prmin the scandirection
with a Gaussian intensity distribution), and also because of the
limitations of disk storagespaceon the Apple 11e, not more than 50
radial positionswithin a2-3 mm cell column were measured.A limited

Fig. 4. Digitised optical densityvaluesoutput from the LKB Ultroscan,scanningat a
singleradial position. 1000valuesare loggedat each(incremented)radial position,and
theseform the basicdata set for subsequentanalysis.(Scale:10, AbsR. =4.0).
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number of tracks were then scannedwithin the referencefringes to
provide detailsof the optical baseline(below).
The GELSCAN program (LKB Instruments, Bromma, Sweden)
automaticallysavesall the scansas DATA files on the second disk
drive. A printout of a typical scanis shown in Fig. 4. The effect of the
envelopefunction arising from the uneven light intensity distribution
from the mercury arc sourceis very apparent;other than in the central
region the true maxima/minimaof the fringes cannot be specifiedwith
precision. Rather better resolution of the fringes is obtained if the
resolution MODE is set to MEDIUM or to HIGH, rather than to
LOW as in Fig. 4. The data analysisis then, however,correspondingly
slower.
DATA ANALYSIS
The algorithm
The basis of our algorithm is the iterative maximisation of the
amplitude of the Fourier cosinecoefficientof order Q, where Q is the
number of fringes within the data set analysed,by translation of a
reading frame within the total data set. The precise degree of
translationrequired to maximiseA(Q) is thus a measureof the phase
shift. Throughoutthe presentwork Q:T,limited by the number of
clearly resolvedfringes(Figs. 1 and 4), but we expectshortly to be able
to analyse laser-generatedfringes with Q - tL. In principle our
algorithm obviously calls for the reading frame to contain an integral
number of data values and to correspondto exactly Q fringes. This
statecan be neither recognisedwith certainty,given the presenceof the
envelopefunction (Figs. 1 and 4), nor attained within a precision of
better than 0.5 of the translationcorrespondingto one data value. As
shown below these conditions do not in practice limit the use of the
method.
The precisesequenceof logical operationsis as follows:
(1) an approximate value for the number N of data values correspondingto Q fringesis estimated.In practice,using standard
conditions for the optical enlargementthis parameter is invariant, and is not re-measuredon eachoccasion;
(2) a parameter firstguess is user-estimatedfor the maximum
position of the first fringe;
(3) the fringe increment, /, is then estimated by iteration to
maximise A(Q) corrected for background amplitude (below)
within the plane (firstguess +d) x (N t a), where A is a
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user-suppliedintegral parameter,usually L or 2. The value of N
is then reifined if necessaryto be the nearest integer value to

f.Q;

(4) for each scan, the maximum value of A(O) within the reading
frame starting at (firstguess td) is found as described below,
and the (non-integral) deviation of the reading frame from
firstguessis added to firstguessto give the estimatefor the phase
shift and hence the fringe displacement;
(5) when the cumulative fringe displacement exceeds N lQ the
reading frame is reset by N lQ and the cumulative fringe
displacementincrementedthereafterby / (i.e. by the increment
due to a singlefringe).
Becauseof the small initial fringe increments,the initial value of
firstguess suffices for the first 2 scans. Thereafter, this parameter is
continuouslyrefined by simple forward extrapolation;a procedurealso
adequatelyaccurateto detectthe possibilityof more than a singlefringe
incrementoccurringbetweenscans.
The UCSD Pascal program ANALYSER implements the above
algorithm. Using efficient procedures avoiding unnecessary recomputation of cosine functions, and a quadratic fit interpolation to
minimiseiteration (below), the time to estimatea fringe incrementat a
singleradial position can be kept to lessthan 10 secondson the Apple
11e (with acceleratorboard). Hence, even a comprehensiveset of scans
can be analysedwithin a reasonableperiod of time.
The validity of the algorithm and the precision of the various
procedureshas been thoroughly studied, as shown below.

Detection of the fringe pattern by measurementof A(Q)
The amplitude of the cosinecoefficientsreflectsthe envelopefunction
(in the lower orders) and random noise (in the higher order
coefficients). We have found that for Q >7 there is very little
contribution of the envelope function to the coefficientsin the range
'flanking
Q t2, whilst the noise spectrumis very far removed.The four
coefficients'routinely approximate to zero (Fig. 5), and any small
contribution to the amplitude ot A(Q) is removed by the procedure
QUADINTERP which interpolates this contribution after fitting a
least-squaresquadratic function to the four flanking coefficients.The
correctedA(Q) can thus be consideredto arise solelyfrom the fringes.
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Fig. 5. The amplitude of the Fourier cosine coefficients as a function of order of
coefficient, computed for a typical data set (169 central values, data shown in Fig. 4).

Determination of the fringe number, / (wavelength)
The value for the width of a singlefringe, /, must be known accurately
if errors in the integral count of the fringes are to be minimised. Yet
since an integral and finite number of data valuesmust be used in the
frame shift procedure, an approximatedvalue for 11:A'7Q) must of
necessitybe used. In Fig. 6 we see the effect of varying N upon the
amplitude of A(Q), where each A(Q) is a value maximised by the
frame shift procedure.It is apparentthat:
(t)

the amplitude of the maximal value of A(Q) varies only slowly
with the assumedvalue for N. SinceN can hardly be in error by
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Fig. 6. The effect of varying the number of data points assumedto correspond to 7
fringes (ff) upon the amplitude of A(7). In each case the value of the latter is the
maximum obtained iteratively by frame shifting (seeFig. 7).
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more than a single integer, it follows that no significanterrors
are likely to be introducedby the approximationinvolved;
(2) the variation of maximal A(Q) with assumedN is smooth, and
an interpolatedmaximal value could be found. We used a least
squaresquadratic fit to the A(a) values to achievethis. With
the central value designatedat the zeroth in N, and fitting a
total of 5 A(q values,the interpolatedvalue in N is found by
elementary algebra from -aof2, where ao is the zeroth order
coefficientof the quadraticfit.
Variation of A(Q) with frameshift
The algorithm will only be stable it A(Q) varies strongly with frame
shift, and showsa clearly definedmaximum. Resultsfrom real data are
shown in Fig. 7 for 0:2. Clearly these conditionsare met. The
interpolated non-integral part of the frame shift is again found by a
leastsquaresquadraticfit to the A(Q) values.For the highestprecision
working the program permits an iterative fit with decreasingd value (3
down to 1) to be performed, but the gain is found to be marginal
comparedwith maintaining0:2.
Determination of baseline
By use of the ultroscan for data capture and our algorithm ior data
analysis, a precision in fringe increment is attained which very
significantlyexceedsthat obtainableby direct optical measurement.It
therefore follows that the alignment of the enlarged photographic
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Fig. 7. Plot of the amplitude of the cosine coefficientA(7) as a function of assumed
start point within the data set, with an iterative frame shift d:2 values. 169 values
were taken to correspondto 7 fringes(seeFig. 6).
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record in the densitometercannot be achievedby eye with the desired
accuracy.We thereforeroutinely measurethe air or referencefringesat
a seriesof radial positions,and by simple linear regressionanalysisof
the measuredfringe incrementobtain the true optical baseline.This can
then be used to correct the data obtained from the region of the
solution column.
Precision of results obtained
Precision was estimated by both the point variance of the fringe
increments from the linear regression line fitted to values from
referencefringes, and, sincethe equilibrium trace (fringe incrementvs
radius) approximatesrather closely to a quadratic function, from the
varianceof the seconddifferenceof the data valuesin a full experimental run. By either method we find standard deviations in the range

to//soo.
f 1300
RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENTAL

DATA

Figure 8 shows a plot of fringe increment against radial position for a
data set taken from a typical sedimentationequilibrium experiment.
The smoothnessof the final data set (see Fig. 2) is such that it is
difficult to give an impressionby graphicalmeansof the residualnoise.
Figure 8 may, however, legitimately be compared with the optimal
results obtained by DeRosier et al,6 w-heretheir much poorer final
precision is associatedwith residual noise at a level which is visually
obvious (see Figs. 3 and 46 with Fig. .8, present work). Our final
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Fig. E. Plot of estimatesfor relative fringe concentration, T, as a function of radial
displacement from the centre of the rotor, yielded by the program ANALYSER
applied to data logged at equal increments in r by the LKB Ultroscan 2202 laser
densitometer.
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precisionis such that differencingof the data can now be carried out
with some reasonable degree of smoothness remaining in the
differencedvalues.

DISCUSSION
Our resultsdemonstrateunequivocallythat by usingthe LKB Ultroscan
2202for data captureand a newly devisedalgorithmfor data analysis,a
final precision of f l3O0to ,f/SOOin measuredfringe displacementis
readily obtained from typical real experimentaldata. This equals or
exceedsthe precision obtained using a semi-automaticsystem based
upon twin photocells and a lighfdifference detector.sA major initial
uncertaintyin our casewas the lack of knowledgeas to the accuracy
and reproducibility of the track position settingsin the ultroscan.Our
finding that the standarddeviationof measurements
made on reference
fringes (nearly level and hence insensitiveto errors in track position)
was similar to that found with steeplycurved fringes showsthat, under
the conditionsused at least, the instrumentalcapabilitywas adequate.
There is a degree of inconvenience,however, in having to enter the
track positionsselectedinto the computermanually; a two-dimensional
scanning instrument would, therefore, be more convenient in use,
though not necessarilymore accurate.
The final precisionachievedby our fringe analysisprocedure,though
hardly unprecedentedin generalterms, is considerablybetter than that
which has previously been achieved by an automatic data capture
systemin the context of this particular application.As noted earlier,
the systemdevisedby DeRosieret al.6did not exeeedf ll00 at best, and
other (less sophisticated)published systemshave shown no improvement (seeIntroduction). DeRosier et al. speculatethat their densitometer may have been prone to backlash,and clearly a hardwareproblem
could have been at least partly responsible for the limited final
precisionobtained. Digital micrometersshould however be capableof
functioningsatisfactorilyat this level, and the semi-automaticsystemof
Richardsand Richards8achieveda precisionof //300 using a mechanical stage.The algorithm of DeRosier et al.6 is not totally secure.The
assumptionof zero phase contribution from the envelopefunction in
the region of the transform, where the modulusarisingfrom the fringe
pattern is maximal, is approximateonly, and must becomehazardous
when small values of phaseshift are being estimated.Earlier work in
one of our laboratories (A. J. Gibbs and A. J. Rowe, unpublished
data) found serious difficulties in making reliable estimatesof small
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phaseshifts, applyingan algorithm similar to that of DeRosier et al. to
simulateddata. Furthermore, the precisionexpectedmust be expected
on any simple theory to be a function of the numerical value of the
dependentparameter(in this casethe phase)being estimated.The use
of a null procedurein which final precisionwill be equal for all values
measuredis therefore desirableon generalgrounds.
Our algorithm therefore provides a very fast and stable way of
extractingdetail concerningthe relative phaseshift of a singleharmonic
component, by computing only five individual Fourier (cosine)
coefficients for a small number (usually five) of frame shifts correspondingto the same number of assumedfringe increments,and by
avoiding further iterations by means of a numerical evaluationof the
maximalfunction value. This algorithm may not be without usein other
fringe analysiscontexts. In our own field of application it offers the
possibilitythat a seriesof most interestingmethodsderived during the
which have much potential for protein chemistrybut
past20 years,3_s'e'1o
which have proved difficult to implement because of the severe
demandsplaced upon smoothnessof data, may now turn out to be
usable;given that the whole of the data capture and evaluationcan be
performed in fully automatic mode using an instrument already
commonlyfound in laboratoriesin the life sciences.
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